
Observatory Staff 
Commended by the Public

Observatory staff who received words of thanks and commendation 
from the public or organisations during April to June:     

Mr LEE Kwok-lun
(Scientific Officer) 

Mr WONG Chau-ping, Mr CHAN Wing-hang,  
Ms CHAN Yuk-hing, Mr YUNG Chung-hoi

(Experimental Officer) 

Ms YU Mei-fung
(Chief Scientific Assistant) 

Ms MAK Man-yi
(Senior Scientific Assistant) 

Mr CHEE Shiu-chung, Ms IU Fung-wan, Ms LAM Mei-sim, 
Mr LAU Ying-hong, Mr LO Chin-ming

(Scientific Assistant) 

Temperature generally falls with height. 
“Temperature inversion layer” refers to 
the rise of air temperature with respect to 
the increase of height, while atmosphere 
is relatively stable and vertical motion is 
suppressed. With moist air and weak wind, 
stratus cloud or fog near the inversion layer 
is likely to be formed. 
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第一屆天氣術語問答比賽

第一條問題：
呢個圖標表示乜嘢?

有雲，落三滴雨囉。

錯！呢個圖標
代表不大不小
嘅雨或驟雨。

第二條問題：
邊個圖標
代表最大雨?

係B！因為有四點雨。 唔係A，更加唔會係C啦，
啲雨絲咁幼細。

Showers Jargon Explained

Showers

Isolated showers

Scattered showers

Thundery showers

Squally showers

MeaningShowers jargon
Brief precipitation usually from convective clouds. It is character-
ized by the sudden start and end of the precipitation as well as 
the fine weather before and after its occurrence.

The rain-bearing clouds are spread out spatially, resulting in 
showers occurring in parts of the territory, but rain-free in other 
parts of the territory.

Precipitation from cumulonimbus clouds, characterized by its 
sudden start and end with rapid changes in the intensity of rain, 
accompanied by thunders and lightning.

Showers accompanied by brief but sudden strong or gale force 
winds.

The rain-bearing clouds are small and isolated, resulting in showers 
occurring only in localized areas of the territory at a time.

Staff Promotions

Mr LI Nga-wing (left) was promoted to Senior Scientific Assistant.

Mr LI Luen-on (left) was promoted to Principal Experimental Officer.
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